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Author's response to reviews:

Sir,

We are pleased to submit a new version of our manuscript entitled: Hidden chromosomal abnormalities in pleuropulmonary blastomas identified by multiplex FISH. As requested, the following changes have been incorporated in the manuscript:

The list of authors in the manuscript have been written exactly as they are in the submission system.
The title has been slightly changed with removal of all unnecessary capitals
Footer has been removed from the manuscript.
All Highlighting have been removed from the "text" section of the manuscript
Manuscript sections have been corrected with:
removal of the discussion section to the conclusion section
addition of Abbreviations (PPB)
Authors’ contributions which has been correctly spelled
addition of Description of our Additional files section and changes in its number including all references to them in the text the mention

We hope you can now continue the online production process of our manuscript

Sincerely yours.

Nicolas Andre